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Abstract: Spread of GPU-accelerated applications on PCs can cause serious degradation of the user experience such
as frame dropping on the video playback, due to applications’ resource competition on the same GPU due to arbitrary
processors selection. In this paper, we propose a processors assignment system for real applications that achieves processors assignment according to condition based rules without modifying applications. To demonstrate the feasibility
of our concept, we implemented a prototype of the centralized processors assignment mechanism called Torta. Our
experiment using eight practical applications has shown that Torta achieves binary-compatible processors switching
with an average performance penalty on only 0.2%. In a particular case where a video playback application is executed
with three other GPU-intensive applications, our method enables users to enjoy the video playback with 60 frames per
second (FPS) while the FPS decreases to 14 without the mechanism. This paper shows the design and the implementation of Torta on Windows 7 and concludes that our mechanism increases the eﬃciency of computational resource
usage on PCs, thus improves the overall user experiences.
Keywords: processors assignment, resource management, users’ preference, users’ context, GPU, OpenCL, binarycompatibility

1. Introduction
Recent Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have been acquiring
powerful parallel computation capabilities. PC applications, such
as photo editors, have been rewritten to leverage this capability.
These so-called GPU-accelerated applications choose their computing resources from CPUs and GPUs arbitrarily, which may
cause degradation in performance due to resource competition
on a single processor. For instance, in our preliminary experiments, we found that the frame rate of video playback with motion interpolation by the application Splash PRO EX [29] significantly decreases when multiple applications run concurrently on
the same GPU. The spread of GPU-accelerated applications will
cause such user experience degradation frequently in the future.
This necessitates a system-wide mechanism that manages heterogeneous processors, i.e., GPUs and CPUs, on a PC.
To suppress such performance degradation, many studies [24], [25], [34] have proposed fine-grained GPU management
schemes. They limit the GPU utilization time of each application and schedule applications according to their priorities. However, they can still cause performance degradation on particularly
important applications due to GPU utilization by many unimpor1
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tant applications. Furthermore, such studies do not achieve tasks
distribution between CPUs and GPUs on existing applications.
There is another problem with existing studies in that they do not
consider the heterogeneity of GPUs use. For instance, GPUs or
video player applications on CPUs output diﬀerent images. In
such a case, switching the processor makes non-linear but generally acceptable results in both cases. Therefore, it is diﬃcult
to manage heterogeneous processors of PCs by linear scale management models, such as priority models. In summary, there are
the following three requirements to prevent the degradation of
user experience caused by inappropriate processors assignment
on real PCs:
• A tasks distribution mechanism that supports processors installed on PCs such as CPUs and GPUs.
• Binary compatibility for existing applications.
• A mechanism to assign heterogeneous processor by nonlinear rules.
In this paper, we implemented a middleware prototype of middleware called Torta that achieves processors switching on real
applications. Our experimental results show that Torta’s high
compatibility to real applications incurs a small overhead. Although our implementation has limitations, binary compatibility
with existing applications is a large advantage over other studies.
In addition, middleware implementation achieves compatibility
with existing operating systems (OSes) and drivers. The results
demonstrate the short-term feasibility of middleware implementation of devices switching mechanism.
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This paper makes the following contributions:
• It provides quantitative evidence that a GPU-accelerated application easily and heavily interferes the performance of
others.
• Our experimental results show quantitative evidence that
redirecting processors of applications significantly prevents
performance degradation.
• It outlines the requirements for achieving heterogeneous processors assignment on PCs to suppress problems caused by
the PCs’ complicated heterogeneity of processors and processors’ uses.
• It introduces the Torta system for redirecting real applications’ processors with negligible overhead and without modifying applications.
• It provides a mechanism for applying non-linear rules into
heterogeneous processors assignment.
On the other hand, this paper does not consider the following,
which we leave for future work:
• The best principle of heterogeneous resource management
mechanism such as fine-grained GPU resource management
systems.
• A scheme for expressing actual conditions and policies that
are necessary for processors assignment.
• A mechanism for converting actual users’ preferences into
assignment policies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states
the requirements for assigning heterogeneous processors adaptive to conditions such as users’ preferences. Section 3 describes
the design and implementation of Torta, and Section 4 demonstrates our detailed experimental results. Section 5 discusses related work. We conclude with remarks and some directions for
future work in Section 6.

2. Torta: Cetralized Heterogeneous Processor
Assignment Middleware
To state the necessity of our concept and to organize problems and requirements for heterogeneous processors assignment
on PCs, we assume that a PC consists of one or more multi-core
CPUs and GPUs that are capable of executing General-Purpose
computing on GPU (GPGPU) tasks. GPUs are not limited to
discrete GPUs (dGPUs); integrated GPUs (iGPUs) are also our
targets.
2.1

Heterogeneity of GPU Uses and Static Processors Selecting
GPU utilization in PCs can be generally classified into one of
the following five categories:
3D graphics acceleration 3D games, 3D graphics based GUI
shell, modeling applications
2D graphics acceleration font rendering acceleration used in
modern web browsers
General purpose computing (GPGPU) simulation and data
compression
Video encoding acceleration video transcoders
Video decoding acceleration video players
Most of these GPU-accelerated applications, except for 3D
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Fig. 1

FPS of video playback decreased when another application started
utilizing the same GPU.

Fig. 2

Common Combination of Processors on PCs.

graphics applications, allow processor selection in a configuration menu. They also have programs which allow both CPUs and
GPUs to do the almost same computation internally. In particular,
applications with history inherit well optimized CPU programs
from previous versions. In addition, applications that are built
with processors abstraction layers (e.g., OpenCL) select processors by specifying the ID of the processor. Thus, they can also
select processors by changing the processor’s ID while calling
APIs of abstraction layers.
However, GPU-accelerated applications can compete for the
same GPU because they select processors statically. For instance,
as shown in Fig. 1, the frame per second (FPS) of video playback
on Splash PRO EX [29] decreased from 60 to about 35 due to the
static assignment of the same GPU by another application called
DirectComputeBenchmark. Since performance degradation due
to frame dropping results in a serious impact on the causes serious degradation of the user experience, we need a mechanism for
applications to dynamically yield the rights of GPU to another.
2.2 Processor Heterogeneity and Run-time Selection
Processors’ heterogeneity on PCs is increasing. Many recent CPUs (e.g., 3rd generation Intel Core processors a.k.a. Ivy
Bridge) have an internal GPU in their dies. As shown in Fig. 2,
in addition to a CPU-integrated GPU (iGPU), most desktop PCs
or desktop-replace laptop computers embed one or more discrete
GPUs (dGPUs) to improve performance.
The greatest diﬀerence between integrated GPUs (iGPUs) and
discrete GPUs (dGPUs) is the location of their video memory
(VRAM). The VRAM of a dGPU is usually implemented outside main memory (RAM). GPGPU tasks thus need copy and
copy-back data between RAM and VRAM, resulting in a large
overhead. This overhead has the potential to impact the performance advantage of GPUs negatively. Therefore, many studies [8], [13], [22], [26] figured out the threshold for selecting a
CPU or a GPU, in order to provide a better overall net eﬀect. On
the other hand, most iGPUs use a part of main memory as their
VRAM. Thus, some iGPUs allow accessing their memory without copying by a zero-copy function. When a PC has an iGPU
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Fig. 3 Arbitrary processors assignment by applications.

with a zero-copy function, an iGPU sometimes suits better than
a CPU for computing with small data size. Variable clock speed
technologies such as Turbo Boost on Intel CPUs also increase
processors’ heterogeneity. These technologies allow changing the
clock speed of each CPU core depending on the load of each core.
Since the thermal design of a processor limits the total power consumable by the all cores of a processor, CPU cores and an iGPU
can compete for the clock speeds.
Since applications select processors arbitrarily, as in Fig. 3,
GPUs are not always utilized eﬀectively. The simplest scheme
for assigning processors to applications, instead of arbitrary selection, is to make applications select a processor according to
the load of the processors. However, this method may let applications select a GPU that results in only a small or no performance
improvement. Moreover, it may still cause performance degradation of applications already running on the GPU. In the case
of Fig. 1, the frame per second (FPS) of the video playback decreased from 60 to about 35 despite Splash causing only 45%
of the GPU load. Due to the diﬃculty in collecting information
about GPU utilization by others, it is diﬃcult for each application
to predict the influence of its own GPU utilization. The greatest reason of unpredictable performance influence is the coarsegrained management of GPUs resource. More precisely, current
OSes treat GPUs as input/output (IO) devices because GPUs are
usually accessible via PCI express buses. Therefore, achieving
the performance isolation and the tasks prioritization [24], [25]
on GPUs can suppress performance degradation in most cases.
However, such methods cannot prevent degradation of the user
experience because they still allow unimportant applications to
utilize GPUs. Therefore, a centralized manager should assign a
processor for each application adaptively to system-wide information of processors utilization.
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2.3 Condition Based Assignment
For interactive devices like PCs, users’ experience strongly
depends on the individual preferences of users. Therefore, we
need a condition based assignment model which can adapt to the
users’ contexts and preferences. For instance, in some cases, a
user hopes that the game runs smoothly to achieve a higher score
than his/her friends. In another case, he/she does not seriously
care about the FPS of the same game because he/she plays it to
pass the time. To prevent degradation of the user experience, we
need to assign processors adaptively to the current user’s context.
We believe that the concept of user preference based scheduling
will supersede legacy priority based scheduling on user interactive computers.
Current PC OSes scarcely adapt information pertaining to the
user’s context to their schedulers. Actually, state of the AC power
connection and the foreground application are the only parameters that adapt to OS schedulers and processors’ drivers. For
instance, even when the browser works in the foreground, a user
may be just searching for information about a movie that is shown
in the adjacent window. On the other hand, a user may just hear
the audio of the concert movie while writing a paper. To improve the user experience, resource management systems should
use such context information. Moreover, we actually need such
information to assign processors on PCs with complicated heterogeneity.
However, in reality, we cannot assign processors only by information about the user context. When we measured the FPS of
the same experiment as Fig. 1 with a diﬀerent PC, the FPS decreased to only 45 FPS from 60 FPS. Thus, frame dropping may
not be noticed by the user when the user does not direct much
attention to the video. Besides, some users do not mind when so
few frames are dropped; this completely depends on the user’s
preference.
Processors assignment does not only cause a diﬀerence in FPS;
it also causes small diﬀerences in video frames. Because decoding acceleration and post-processing are provided by GPUs hardware and their driver, they are not the same as CPU codes implemented in applications. Some users prefer one of their output in
spite of the small diﬀerence. Therefore, we cannot decide on the
proper processor according to linear metrics such as computing
speed. Assigning a faster processor to a task with higher priority
does not always satisfy the users’ preferences.
2.4 Requirements
There are two key requirements for demonstrating the feasibility of our concept on the processors assignment system for PCs.
One is task distribution with binary compatibility to existing applications. The other is condition based assignment for applying
users’ contexts and preferences.
Firstly, the processors assignment system must retain binary
compatibility with existing applications. Previously released applications are the greatest property of PC OSes such as Windows
and Mac OS; losing compatibility decreases the user’s experience. Tightly limiting assignment targets to applications built
with a specific library [8], [13], [22] is one of the straightforward ideas to enable processors switching. However, application
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vendors are hesitant about re-designing their applications so that
they are forced to use a CPU. Another idea to achieve processors switching is modifying the applications binaries. However,
modifying applications by a third party can violate the law or applications’ licenses. Besides, technically speaking, the cost of
making binary patches for each update is too expensive. One
idea for achieving binary compatibility is creating a dynamic recompilation system (e.g., Apple Rosetta) or a system like virtual machines. However, these technologies can spoil the benefits
of hand-tuned code implemented in applications. Besides, these
technologies need a long time for the implementation and the validation. Consequently, we need a mechanism that achieves binary
compatible processors switching with short deployment time and
small performance penalty.
Secondly, as stated in Section 2.3, resource management systems need to adapt with the users’ contexts and preferences.
Therefore, we need a new mechanism that can assign devices according to conditions instead of priority models. In our method,
we set users’ contexts as conditions and preferences as assignment rules for each context.
2.5 Design Space
There are few methods that are supposed to prevent performance degradation of GPU-accelerated applications. One is modifying OSes [25], [34]. OSes can manage GPU resource at a
small level of granularity. In addition, OSes have the authority to manage any abstracted computation resource. Therefore,
modification to OSes has the potential to distribute tasks to CPUs
and GPUs. However, modification of OSes often needs a long
time to be merged into released versions. Besides, newly implemented system calls [34] need modifications to applications.
Actually, these studies do not distribute tasks between all of the
installed GPUs and CPUs. Another option is to modify drivers to
manage GPUs’ resources [24]. These drivers achieve fine-grained
resource management on GPUs without modifying applications.
In addition, they can potentially support any APIs designed for
utilizing GPUs. However, this approach cannot distribute tasks
between GPUs and CPUs either. Although drivers are parts of
OSes, the goal of modifying drivers is separate from modifying
OSes. Drivers modification methods optimize resource management of a GPU or GPUs provided by the same vendor. On the
other hand, OSes modification methods optimize resource management of any GPUs and CPUs installed on the PC. A third
option is creating a middleware [8], [13], [22] to switch processors. Although they achieved processors switching, these do not
provide binary compatibility with real applications.
To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our method, the implemented system must achieve processors switching with real applications. Therefore, we have implemented middleware using
an API hooking method. API hooking allows the changing of parameters and/or return values while hooking specific APIs. Hooking APIs allows a system to change the behavior of applications
without modifying binaries. However, our method does not limit
the design space to middleware; it is also applicable to OSes.
Rather, to improve users’ experience, resource management systems of OSes should adapt to users’ contexts and preferences.
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Implementing our concept into OSes is supposed to be more appropriate as a long-term solution.

3. Prototype Design and Implementation
In this section, we state our target environments and the design
concept of Torta.
3.1 Processors Utilization Model
To evaluate our method, we focus on applications that are built
with OpenCL in this paper. However, our method is also applicable to applications that utilize heterogeneous processors through
the same model.
Compute Device
Processors, such as CPUs and GPUs, are abstracted as compute devices in OpenCL. However, such an abstraction layer is
not mandatory when applying our method. It is applicable when
the application recognizes each processor as a kind of compute
device and has executable code for each compute device.
Devices List
OpenCL APIs provide the device listing function, which lists
devices by specifying a device type (e.g., CPU, GPU) on each
OpenCL platform provided by each hardware vendor. Our
method does not limit the format of devices list; it is applicable to applications that select a compute device from arbitrarilyformatted lists that contains available compute devices.
Context
To utilize a compute device via OpenCL, applications create
an OpenCL context which is similar to a virtual computer. Before
executing tasks on a specific compute device, applications need
to compile their OpenCL C programs for the context that includes
the target compute device. This step is only needed for systems
that abstracts compute devices. In other cases, our method does
not need objects like OpenCL contexts.
In addition to applications that follow the above model, our
method can be applied to applications that have programs for both
CPUs and GPUs internally. For instance, a common web browser
called “Firefox” can use GPUs to accelerate its rendering. Acceleration can be enabled and disabled by changing settings stored
in the “prefs.js” profile. Therefore, we can also switch devices
on such applications by changing settings which are stored in
their setting files or Windows registries. Although opportunities to switch devices are limited to when applications read their
settings, this method also achieves binary compatibility with existing applications. Still, applications can bypass such compute
devices switching mechanisms to utilize a compute device arbitrarily. Therefore, our design cannot manage all of the compute
device assignment. However, this limitation is not a fundamental
problem. More precisely, some tasks such as graphics rendering always need a specific type of compute devices. Also, GPU
resource management mechanisms [24], [25] can work cooperatively with Torta to suppress problems caused by applications that
do not allow compute devices from switching.
3.2 Centralized Resource Management Mechanism
To eliminate the need for any modification of operating systems, we implemented the Resource Manager (RM) of Torta as
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Fig. 4

Assumed environment and centralized resource management model.

a user-land application (middleware).
On the other hand, to achieve devices switching with binary compatibility, we implemented the API Hooking Module
(AHM) that hooks all OpenCL APIs to change compute device
assignment by cooperating with the RM.
Figure 4 shows the working layers of our work. (1) When applications try to utilize a device via an abstraction layer, Torta
hooks on to the APIs to change the APIs parameters and/or return values. (2) Then, the AHM asks the RM for the appropriate
device of the application. To decide on an appropriate device for
applications, the RM always collects various data such as devices’
loads and the user’s context. The RM can ask about the appropriate device from the user when it cannot automatically decide it.
(3) The AHM changes parameter and/or return value according
to the answer of the RM. After that, the AHM calls the original
APIs of the abstraction layer. (4) As a result, applications use
more appropriate devices than originally specified.
To redirect device assignment, the RM and the AHM communicates with each other for sharing devices’ information. Firstly,
the AHM sends the list of all available compute devices to the
RM. Secondly, the RM chooses an appropriate device for the application adaptively to the user’s context and preference, and answers the selected device to the AHM. Thirdly, the AHM changes
the ID of the compute device during each API call to redirect the
device assignment. Lastly, the AHM sends the actual assignment
information into the RM. Following these steps, both device assignment information and device assignment authority are centralized. Therefore, Torta can achieve central resource management between CPUs and GPUs.
3.3 Management of Users’ Contexts and Preferences
As stated in Section 2, resource management of heterogeneous
processors on PCs must be based on condition based assignment
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in order to deal with users contexts and preferences. Because a
system cannot infer all the situations that are brought by his/her
context and preference, Torta asks the user to express his/her context and preference via profiles. A profile corresponds to a context; users create several profiles to express their contexts. A
profile is constructed from two parts, the condition part and the
assignment rule part. The condition part expresses the user’s context. The assignment rule part expresses the user’s preference.
Therefore, Torta can assign the appropriate device expressed in
the profile which matches the current context.
To express situations, our method accepts various information
that can help express the user’s situation. Some examples include
where the user is, how many key strokes per minute, which part
of the display the user looking at, and so on. In particular, the
impact on the user experience varies depending on the user’s attention to the application. However, we cannot easily imagine all
of them because collectible information strongly depends on the
hardware configuration. Therefore, we do not focus on creating
the format for expressing users’ contexts; our current implementation supports running applications and AC connection as inputs
to evaluate whole concept. Also, switching profiles adaptively to
user’s context is inevitably out of our focus because we have not
precisely defined how such information can be expressed.
On the other hand, expressing assignment rules is essential for
Torta to select devices internally. To avoid writing assignment
rules for all applications, we need to reduce the number of applications that express the preferred assignment. Real world applications can be generally classified into the following three types
according to the impact on the user experience and computation
intensity.
An impact on the user experience with computation intensity:
Applications such as 3D games, video players with rich image
processing, creative applications for multimedia such as video,
image and music usually have a large impact on the user experience when a user seriously works on the task with the application.
These applications are computationally intensive and need to be
responsive. In addition, users usually need to focus on such applications.
An impact on the user experience without computation intensity: Applications like Microsoft Oﬃce file creation, music playback and access of encrypted file systems usually have a large
impact on the user experience. Slow response or sound skipping
makes users frustrated. However, these applications do not need
a large amount of computing resources.
A small impact on the user experience: Although applications
like file compression and video or audio file encoding are important, such non real-time tasks do not aﬀect the user experience
strongly. Even slow processing of these applications will rarely
frustrate the user.
According to this classification, we need special attention to
the assignment of compute devices to applications based on the
impact on the user experience and computationally intensity.
However, necessary computing resources vary depending on the
actual purpose of the application. In addition, importance of applications also vary depending on the user’s context and preference. Therefore, we define the following two types of rules for
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expressing assignments that adapt to the user’s preference.
Fixed Assignment
This rule fixes the assignment of a specific device to applications based on their importance to the user. Because this rule is
fixed, Torta always assigns the specified device to the application
even when the load of the target device is high. To make the system more eﬀective, we define the following two non-exclusive
options:
• Monopoly
This option assigns a specific device to a specific application.
Torta never assign the device to other applications managed
by Torta. However, we cannot achieve actual monopoly because Torta cannot manage all of the running applications.
Thus, we need other schedulers to ensure this option remains
eﬀective: e.g., OSes’ schedulers for CPUs and schedulers of
modified drivers [24] for GPUs.
• Virtual
This option is needed for applications that Torta cannot manage assignment of devices. For instance, expressing a game
application with a GPU using this option helps to improve
frame rate of the game by switching the devices of other applications to the CPU.
Prioritized Assignment
This rule allows expressing the user desire to assign a specific
device to an application because the application is moderately important. Applications specified as Fixed Assignment always precede others. Torta cannot always assign specified device to Prioritized applications. If the specified device is utilized by a Fixed
application in Monopoly mode, then Prioritized applications cannot use the device.
To improve the eﬀectiveness of this rule, we defined the following three non-exclusive options.
• Priority Level
Prioritized applications can compete with each other for the
same device. To give a specific device to a part of the competing applications, Torta can use Priority Level to order
the applications’ importance. However, we do not focus on
creating an assignment algorithm using this value; testing
such algorithms needs a number of device switchable applications.
• Secondary Device
Prioritized applications with low priority levels may not be
able to use the specified device. Still, these applications are
important to the user. Therefore, this Secondary Device option allows the assignment of a device when the application
cannot use the firstly specified device. Priority Level option
also aﬀects this option.
• Forbidden Device
Forbidden Device option allows specifying devices that the
system must not assign to a specific application. This option is useful when the application gets extremely slow with
a specific device, or when a specific device brings only tiny
performance improvement with huge power consumption.
The preference of processors assignment can be expressed like
the following (using XML in the implementation);
Device: CPU
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Fixed: FileCompressor.exe
Device: iGPU
Fixed Virtual Monopoly: VideoPlayer.exe
Device: dGPU
Prioritized Level1: Simulator.exe
Secondary: CPU
A method that simply assigns faster device to important applications does not work well. For example, if that the most important application A was assigned to the fastest device α, it is
diﬃcult for us to choose a device from device α or β for the second most important application B. If application B works faster
by sharing device α with application A than monopolizing device
β, we need a threshold to regulate the performance degradation
of application A and the performance gain of application B. To
decide this threshold, a system needs a linear scale of applications’ importance like “application A is 3 times important than
the application B.” However, it is almost impossible since users
can order applications by importance. Calculating the importance
of applications is generally more diﬃcult. Furthermore, if an application is designed for real-time processing like video playback,
it does not need a device to achieve more than real-time interaction. Besides, we cannot give the generalized score for the video
output of GPUs; only that the user prefers one over another. Consequently, existing pure priority models are not applicable.
3.4 Interruption on Devices Selection
To utilize a compute device via OpenCL APIs, applications
perform the following steps based on the OpenCL specification:
( 1 ) Acquire the list of devices to recognize the installed devices.
( 2 ) Decide on the devices that can be used.
( 3 ) Create a context that includes device(s) chosen in the previous step.
( 4 ) Compile a program with the created context to utilize the
devices.
( 5 ) Create a command queue to actually send instructions and
data by determining the device to use.
( 6 ) Enqueue necessary transactions to the command queue, such
as data copying or OpenCL kernels.
To redirect device assignment, Torta changes the value of the
device ID when the application tries to assign a device by creating a context. We chose a method called API Hook to change the
device ID when applications call the OpenCL APIs. In our implementation with Microsoft Windows 7, there are some choices
available to achieve API hooking. We chose the method of
“Wrapper DLL,” which is the shell of the original DLL that implements all of the original entry points. To implement the same
APIs of the original, we extracted the original APIs from the original DLL which was created by Khronos and included them in
the OpenCL SDKs. Then, as show in Fig. 5, we injected some
codes before and/or after calling the original APIs from the original DLL. Codes were injected according to the OpenCL Reference Pages [1] to retain compatibility of the APIs. Placing the implemented wrapper DLL with the original file name in the application installed directory always forces to applications to execute
injected codes since applications load the DLLs in their installed
directory prior to the DLLs installed in the system directory. This
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Torta specified instead of the one the application specified. Actually, the current implementation of Torta can dynamically switch
computing devices at every context creation. Therefore, the frequency of opportunities to switch devices depends on the implementation of each application. More precisely, opportunities to
switch devices are restricted to every context creation according
to the OpenCL specification. Each abstraction layer of processors
has diﬀerent opportunities to switch devices dynamically.

Fig. 5

Torta’s API hooking of original OpenCL.dll.

method has the advantage of stability brought by isolating each
API hook to the applications. The detailed information of all API
hooking methods and the comparison between methods are stated
in our previous work [18].
To switch devices on each application, the RM needs to know
all of the device IDs available on the target application. Because
some applications try to list only GPUs, the AHM lists all available devices by using the clGetDeviceIDs() API and then sends
the list to the RM. Then, the AHM waits until the applications
try to assign a device. In our current implementation, the AHM
asks the RM to decide on the device in order for the application
to create a context by calling clCreateContext() or clCreateContextFromType(). Then, the RM decides on the device according to
the current profile and answers the appropriate device. The AHM
assigns a device by changing the device ID; it then sets the parameter cl device id *devices of clCreateContext() according to the
RM’s order. When applications call clCreateContextFromType(),
AHM substitutes clCreateContextFromType() with clCreateContext() to create a context that includes only a device. After these
steps, applications keeps working as usual except the assigned
device.
In fact, it is possible to create a context with multiple devices that belong to the same platform; OpenCL platforms are
vendor-provided drivers for OpenCL that include compilers for
compute devices. Although OpenCL’s ICD (Installable Client
Driver) system allows multiple OpenCL platforms concurrently,
the specification of OpenCL does not allow the creation of a context with devices that belong to the diﬀerent platforms. In our
previous work [18], we created a context with multiple devices
to achieve devices switching after creating a context. However,
Ref. [18] achieved device switching using only on a single platform with a few applications. Actually, the supported functions
(e.g., OpenCL Extensions) of the devices are subtly diﬀerent; creating a context with multiple devices limits the number of available functions supported by all devices in the context. Lack of
functions does not only decrease the performance of applications,
but also decreases applications’ compatibility. Therefore, Torta
always creates a context with only a single device. In addition,
compilation of OpenCL code is slightly faster on a context with a
single device than with multiple devices. Therefore, our current
implementation creates contexts that include only a single device.
Because of the API hooking stated above, applications are
forced to use the compute device which the resource manager of
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3.5 Device Information Handling
Even using an abstraction layer like OpenCL, applications still
need to collect detailed device information to optimize their performance. Some applications collect the information of all devices before assigning a device. On such applications, changing
the device ID can cause incoherence of the device information.
This inconsistent information not only causes performance degradation, but it can also cause unexpected behavior in the application. Therefore, Torta improves the applications’ compatibility
by using the following three methods.
Changing Device Type Information
Some applications show incomprehensible behavior when the
information of device type (e.g., CPU, GPU) is inconsistent.
For instance, one such application returns an error when a
CPU is assigned to it even though the application specified a
GPU device. Therefore, the AHM of Torta inquires the camouflaged device type from the RM when the application invoked an OpenCL API clGetDeviceInfo() with cl device info
param name as CL DEVICE TYPE to acquire information of
the device type. After the RM answers the device type as
CPU or GPU, the AHM changes the information of device type
by setting void *param value as CL DEVICE TYPE CPU or
CL DEVICE TYPE GPU.
Remapping Device IDs
To prevent making inconsistent device information, Torta
remaps device IDs after assigning a device by creating a context.
When one of the application’s threads finishes creating a context,
the AHM remaps the device ID to the one which is actually assigned when the application calls the information acquiring API
called clGetDeviceInfo(). Therefore, acquired information from
the device matches the information of the one that was actually
assigned. The AHM keeps remapping device IDs during the context until the context is released by clReleaseContext().
Correcting Information After Assigning a Device
Each device has diﬀerent limitation on the maximum working
array size in order to execute parallelized tasks. Although applications usually confirm this limitation before utilizing the device,
this information also becomes inconsistent by devices switching.
If the array size exceeds the limitation of the assigned device,
the application will crash or stop with errors. Therefore, Torta
changes such information retained by applications after switching
devices. In our current implementation, Torta changes a parameter of clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(), size t local work size. In the
OpenCL specification, size t global work size must be divisible
by size t local work size. This value is rounded to an integer by
the AHM.
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3.6 Control of the Number of Recognized Devices
Some applications utilize multiple devices concurrently to improve performance. However, if an application utilizes all of the
installed GPUs concurrently, other GPU-accelerated applications
will suﬀer performance degradation. For example, when such applications are executed on a PC with two GPUs (an iGPU and a
dGPU), both GPUs will be used. In some cases, Torta redirects
GPU assignment to the other GPU (iGPU & dGPU to dGPU &
dGPU). However, this causes meaningless overhead because of
the task distribution on to the same GPU.
In fact, these applications decide on the concurrency by using
the number of devices they recognized. Therefore, Torta limits
the number of devices that are shown to such applications. Due
to the OpenCL specification that a command queue can deal with
only a compute device, such applications need to create and use
multiple command queues at once in order to use multiple GPUs
concurrently. Therefore, Torta can recognize that the application
is implemented as using multiple GPUs concurrently. Reading
loads of devices also helps Torta to recognize devices utilization
by applications. Then, applications will try to utilize only a GPU
because Torta shows only a single GPU. This method prevents
performance degradation of other applications and the target application because of the task distribution. The limit on the number of devices can be any natural number less than the number of
available devices.
Torta changes the parameter of cl uint num entries in clGetDeviceIDs() in order to limit the maximum number of devices
on the list. Because clGetDeviceIDs() can list only devices in a
platform, applications need to invoke this API as many times as
the platforms installed on the PC. The AHM asks the RM the
maximum number of devices for the application when the application is launched since most applications list available devices
only when they are launched. Torta distributes remaining slots
of devices to platforms in order to control the total number of
devices shown.
On the other hand, Torta can increase the number of
devices shown by changing cl device type device type to
CL DEVICE TYPE ALL from CL DEVICE TYPE CPU or
CL DEVICE TYPE GPU. This not only improves the applications’ compatibility, but is also helps in the increase of the
concurrency of the applications’ tasks distribution.

4. Evaluation
To demonstrate the deployability of our method, we evaluated
the compatibility with various hardware and software, and the
performance eﬀects of Torta. Also, we compared Torta with other
existing approaches.
4.1 Evaluation Environment
We chose the OpenCL platforms shown in Table 1 on Windows 7 x64 and x86 for our experiments.
As for hardware configurations, we prepared the PCs shown in
Table 2.
As target applications for the switching devices, we chose the
following applications:
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Table 1 OpenCL platforms used in our experiments.
Target Processors
Intel CPUs
Intel iGPUs
AMD CPUs
(incl. Intel CPUs)
AMD GPUs
(incl. AMD/Intel CPUs)
nVidia GPUs

OpenCL Platform
Intel SDK for
OpenCL* Applications 2012 [20]
Intel HD Graphics
Driver 8.15.10.2761 [19]
AMD APP SDK ver. 2.7 [4]
Catalyst Software Suite with
.NET 4 Support 12.10 [5]
(Catalyst Software Suite 12.6 on PC(A) 64 bit)
GeForce 306.97 Driver [32]

Benchmark/Simulation Applications
• DirectComputeBenchmark ver.0.45b [31]
• N-Queen Solver for OpenCL [10] (recompiled with Visual
Studio 2010 SP1)
• ratGPU ver.0.5.5 [35]
• LuxMark ver.2.0 32 bit [27]
Utilities
• WinZIP ver.17.0 (10283) 32 bit [38]
• FLACCL (in CUETools) ver.2.1.4 [12]
Image Processing Applications
• Adobe Photoshop CS6 EXTENDED ver.13.0.1 x32 [3]
• GIMP ver.2.8.2 x86 [37]
• PhotoMonkee ver.0.56b [39]
Video Processing Applications
• vReveal 3 ver.3.2.0.13029 [30]
• x264 with OpenCL lookahead patch rev.2230+696 tMod [2]
4.2 Switching Compatibility
To evaluate the compatibility of Torta, we evaluated device
switching of the applications stated in Section 4.1. Table 3 shows
the results of these experiments. The denominators and numerators show the number for all PCs and switching respectively.
As a result, Torta achieved devices switching on 87.5% of all
applications. Torta also achieved devices switching through any
combination of devices with 6 out of 8 applications. Even with
1 out of 8 applications, Torta achieved device switching through
any combination of devices on 40% of tested PCs.
PCs used for our experiment include ones with complicated
hardware configurations, such as ones with all three OpenCL platforms (A, C, E) and ones with multiple GPUs (A, B, D, E). Thus,
the experimental result demonstrates that Torta can achieve device switching on most modern PCs.
Experimented applications can be classified into the following
four types:
Completely Switchable
Torta is completely compatible with DirectComputeBenchmark, N-Queen Solver for OpenCL, ratGPU, LuxMark, GIMP
and PhotoMonkee. Torta could switch devices except those which
are originally incompatible with applications. Intel HD Graphics
4000 on ratGPU and AMD’s GPUs and CPUs on PhotoMonkee
were originally incompatible. Because GIMP’s installer does not
allow installing x86 binary on x64 platform, we experimented
GIMP on PC(A) with the x86 OS only.
Partially Switchable
Torta could switch devices for most of the available devices on
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Table 2
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Type
Desktop
Desktop
Laptop
Laptop
Ultrabook

The result of compute device switching compatibility on each application.

CPU
Intel Core i7-3770K
AMD FX-8150
Intel Core i7-2760QM
AMD A6-3400M
Intel Core-i7 3517U
Table 3

Application Name

GPU1
HD Graphics 4000 (iGPU)
RADEON HD 6970
(HD Graphics 3000 iGPU)
RADEON HD 6520G (iGPU)
HD Graphics 4000 (iGPU)

GPU2
AMD RADEON HD 7770 GHz Edition
AMD RADEON HD 6970
GeForce GT 555M
AMD RADEON HD 6650M
nVidia GeForce GT620M

GPU3
nVidia GeForce GTX 660
GeForce GTX 550 Ti
none
none
none

Compute devices switching compatibility on real applications.

Perfectly Compatible PCs

Partially Compatible PCs

Succeed Assignment Combinations

Succeed Combination Ratio

DirectComputeBenchmark

5/5

0/5

58/58

100%

N-Queen Solver for OpenCL

5/5

0/5

19/19

100%

ratGPU

5/5

0/5

17/17

100%

LuxMark

5/5

0/5

19/19

100%

FLACCL

0/5

2/5

4/19

21.1%

GIMP

1/1

0/1

5/5

100%

PhotoMonkee

4/4

0/4

11/11

100%

x264 with OpenCL

2/5

3/5

12/15

80.0%

vReveal 3

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Photoshop CS6

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

WinZIP

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

x264 with OpenCL lookahead patch. It could not switch devices
into CPUs via the AMD platform on PCs that have RADEON
GPU(s). When we tried to switch the device into CPUs via the
AMD platform, the application showed CL INVALID ARG SIZE
error on clSetKernelArg() due to inconsistent information about
the devices.
Not Switchable
Torta could not switch devices except GPUs in the first platform on FLACCL. Because FLACCL is a .NET application, it
calls the OpenCL APIs via a .NET class library: OpenCLNet.dll.
This specification limits Torta’s switching capability. Switching into a device on another platform caused KeyNotFoundException. On the other hand, switching into CPUs on the same
platform caused INVALID WORK GROUP SIZE error on clEnqueueNDRangeKernel() due to inconsistent devices’ information.
However, we could not apply the information correcting methods
stated in Section 3.5 due to the restrictions of .NET.
Excluded from Our Experiment
Photoshop CS6, WinZIP and vReveal 3 were excluded from
our experiments because they have fatal problems during our
experiments with Torta. Photoshop and WinZIP do not load
OpenCL.dll. However, our current implementation only targets
applications that load OpenCL.dll to call OpenCL APIs. On
the other hand, vReveal 3 could not launch the application with
Torta’s AHM (OpenCL.dll). Because of the application’s compilation options and the diﬀerence between linked MSVCRT versions, it crashed with MSVCRT R6030 [28] error. Because it is a
problem with the OS, we excluded vReveal 3.
4.3 Overhead
To evaluate the overhead caused by the cost of device switching, we measured the execution time of the N-Queen Solver for
OpenCL with Torta and without Torta. Figure 6 shows the performance diﬀerence between these two conditions.
We experimented with PC(A) and chose RADEON HD
7770 GHz Edition as the target compute device. To mea-
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Fig. 6

Overhead of Torta on N-Queen Solver for OpenCL.

sure the execution time, we used the “Measure-Command”
cmdlet of PowerShell. Measure-Command{.\nqueen\_cl.exe
-platform 0 N}
To calculate the ratio of the original execution time to Torta’s
overheads, we changed the N (board size) value of the command
line option, from 16 to 18. To minimize the impact of other factors, we used a RAMDisk and calculated the average over 5 replicate experiments.
As a result, Torta causes 1.7% of the overhead for handling devices’ information, switching device IDs and other API wrapping
when N=16. However, the overhead kept decreasing according
to the board size. It became 0.2% when N=17. Moreover, when
N=17 or N=18, it seems there is no significant diﬀerence according to a 95% confidence interval between the execution time of
the two conditions. As expected, hooking APIs results in a small
overhead. Thus, Torta cannot shorten the execution time. However, real applications utilize GPUs as GPGPU only for heavy
processing like N=18. Torta’s overheads are negligible in most
cases.
4.4 Performance Degradation
Torta cannot always avoid creating inconsistent devices’ information in spite of its information correction functions. However, some applications optimize their processing adaptively to
the specifications of the device, such as the number of compute
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Fig. 7 Result of performance degradation on DirectComputeBenchmark.
Fig. 10

Fig. 8 Result of performance degradation on ratGPU.

Fig. 9

Result of performance degradation on LuxMark.

units and the hierarchy of device memory. Therefore, we compared the scores of three benchmark applications under the following conditions: switching the applications’ devices with Torta
and executing applications without Torta. Figures 7, 8 and 9
show the results of the relative benchmark scores.
We experimented with PC(A) and used a RAMDisk, just like
the previous experiment. As a result, Torta caused 1.3% of
performance penalty in the worst case and caused only 0.20%
of performance penalty on average. Rather, Torta improved
benchmark scores on DirectComputeBenchmark. Torta does not
only make possible for the application to utilize RADEON HD
7770 GHz Edition which is not originally recognized by DirectComputeBenchmark, but it also makes it possible to utilize two
devices concurrently. Thus, utilizing multiple GPUs significantly
increases the score of the benchmark.
4.5 Performance Protection for an Important Application
Since users’ preferences vary, we cannot easily evaluate the
degradation of the user experience objectively. Therefore, we
measured the FPS of video playback by executing other GPUintensive applications with and without Torta. We assumed the
context is that the user is watching a video. The user prefers realtime video playback and he/she does not allow even a few frame
droppings. Figure 10 shows FPS of the video playback of each
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FPS of video playback during multiple GPU-accelerated application running.

second under each condition. For example, 30 along the X-axis
means that the FPS is greater than or equal to 30 and less than 40.
The bar on 30 means that there are eight seconds that matches the
range of FPS stated above.
We measured the FPS of Splash PRO EX utilizing HD Graphics 4000 on PC(A). Other applications that were executed were
the N-Queen Solver for OpenCL, DirectComputeBenchmark and
LuxMark. Although DirectComputeBenchmark and LuxMark
select HD Graphics 4000 by default, N-Queen Solver for OpenCL
does not. To keep the FPS of the video playback, Torta redirected the device of additional applications to another GPU called
GeForce GTX 660. As a result, with Torta, the FPS of the video
playback stays at 60 FPS (real-time) even when all three of the additional applications were executed. On the other hand, without
Torta, the FPS of video playback decreased to about 46 on average when two additional applications were executed. Also, the
FPS decreased to about 14 on average when three additional applications were executed. This result demonstrates that Torta can
prevent degradation of the user experience at least under specific
conditions. Torta achieved realtime video playback as in existing
studies [24], [34] with more restricted conditions such as binary
compatibility with existing applications.
4.6

Eﬀectiveness of Device Assignment According to Users’
Contexts and Preferences
To evaluate the eﬀectiveness of our concept, we compared two
device assignment models; an existing priority based model and
Torta’s model.
We assumed that a video playback application (Task A) and
another GPU application (Task B) work concurrently on a PC
with two diﬀerent GPUs. GPU0 is two times faster than GPU1.
On the current user’s context, the user concentrates on watching
the video. Therefore, the user prefers video playback on GPU1
because of the video quality. The GPU load caused by video
playback is moderate; 30% on GPU0 and 60% on GPU1.
Table 4 shows the assigned device of video playback (Task
A) and another GPU application (Task B). When using a priority
model based on the devices’ computation resource, giving higher
priority to Task A forces device assignment to Task A. Task A is
always executed on the faster device, GPU0. The device assignment caused by low priority is better than one with high priority.
In this case, prioritizing tasks does not make sense at all. To
make devices assignment on priority models as correct as Torta’s
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Table 4

Comparison of devices assignment models.

Load of GPU0 (which is faster than GPU1) caused
when Task B is executed on the GPU0.

0%

25%

50%

75%

Assigned Device
Task A

Task B

Task A

Task B

Task A

Task B

Task A

Task B

Without Torta
(Target’s priority is set as higher than another.)

GPU0

N/A

GPU0

GPU0

GPU0

GPU1

GPU0

GPU1

Without Torta
(Target’s priority is set as lower than another.)

GPU0

N/A

GPU1

GPU0

GPU1

GPU0

GPU1

GPU0

With Torta (Target has right to monopoly GPU1)

GPU1

N/A

GPU1

GPU0

GPU1

GPU0

GPU1

GPU0

Table 5 Approaches for GPU resource management or tasks distribution on heterogeneous processors.
Adapts with existing GPGPU applications
Adapts with other existing GPU-accelerated applications
Distributes tasks between CPUs and GPUs
Adapts with new GPUs cooperation technologies
Overheads of resource management
Granularity of tasks distribution
Supports GPU resource management
Needs modification of applications
Cost of installation
Short-term Deployability

OS Modification [25], [34]

Driver Modification [24]

Original Libraries [8], [13], [22]

Torta

No

Yes

No

Yes (OpenCL)

No
Depends
Diﬃcult
Small
Depends
Yes
Yes
Heavy
Low

Yes
No
Quickly
Small
Small
Yes
No
Small
Depends on GPU vendors

No
Yes
Easily
Large
Small
No
Yes
Little
None

Depends
Yes
Easily
Large
Large
No
No
Little
High

assignment, we need to combine users’ preferences into the priority models. Interestingly, GPU1 should be assigned to Task A
even when the context is that the user does not concentrates on
watching the video. If Task A is not important to the user, Task A
should work on a device with smaller computing resource. However, assigning GPU1 statically to Task A is a bad idea. In another
context, Task C may need to monopolize GPU1 to satisfy the user.
This comparison demonstrates that existing priority models are
not suitable for assigning a diﬀerent device causes a non-linear effect. Reading processors’ load does not help to improve the user
experience under such non-linear conditions. The comparison
also shows that applying users’ contexts and preferences gives
better assignment performance than priority models under some
conditions. Our method helps to improve the user experience by
condition based assignment.
4.7 Approaches Comparison
Our experimental results demonstrate that our approach is deployable and eﬀective. Thus, we compared our approach with
other existing approaches.
Table 5 shows the diﬀerence between the OS modification approach, the driver modification approach, the original library approach and our approach.
When compared to the OS modification approaches, Torta has
an advantage in terms of practicality. Our experiments demonstrate its outstanding deployability. However, Torta has a disadvantage of performance overheads and granularity of resource
management. It only distributes tasks between compute devices;
it does not manage the resource of GPUs. Also, the OpenCL
specification limits the granularity of task distribution. When
compared to the driver modification approaches, Torta has the advantage of tasks distribution. As stated in Section 2.5, the drivers
modification methods only optimize the resource management
of the GPUs provided by the specific GPU vendors. Therefore,
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driver modification approaches cannot distribute tasks between
GPUs and CPUs. However, Torta has the disadvantage of overheads, the number of target applications and the granularity of
resource management. Thus, driver modification approaches and
our approach are complementary rather than competitive. When
compared to the original libraries approaches, Torta has one notable advantage: compatibility with practical applications. However, Torta has disadvantage in terms of the granularity of task
distribution because the granularity of task distribution and binary compatibility are trade-oﬀs.
Although this comparison shows relative advantages of Torta,
this paper does not focus on showing the supremacy of
middleware-based solutions. To apply our concept to PC environments in the near future, creating middleware fulfills requirements well.

5. Related Work
Task distributing among heterogeneous processors
Harmony [13] and other studies [8], [22], [26] propose methods for scheduling tasks between heterogeneous processors. Although they achieve improvement for existing metrics such as
performance and power consumption, their schedulers are not
enough for preventing poor user experience on PCs.
Extending existing task distributing frameworks
Hybrid OpenCL [7] and others [6], [33] extend OpenCL to allow applications to utilize compute devices on remote hosts. Although our current implementation only assumes local compute
devices, adapting these works to ours will allow some tasks to be
oﬄoaded to the cloud.
Resource management on GPUs
TimeGraph [24] and GERM [9] propose driver based systems
for achieving fair resource allocation on GPUs between multiple
applications. Since Torta lacks fine-grained GPU resource management, it works more eﬀectively with them than works alone.
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Gdev [25] and PTask [34] are OS extensions for GPU resource
management. Although they are eﬀective, modification of OSes
need a long time. Scheduling methods proposed in Ref. [23] also
provide isolation between competitive graphics tasks. However,
it does not deal with minor tasks of GPUs such as video decoding
and encoding.
GPU virtualization
GViM [16] and other studies [14], [36] virtualize a GPU on a
hypervisor to share GPUs between multiple VMs. However, their
works deal with only limited GPU utilization purposes; they are
not easily applicable to PC platforms.
GPU acceleration
Many acceleration studies are applicable to PC environments.
Some studies [17] propose oﬄoading methods for encryption.
Meanwhile, Ref. [11] accelerates video encoding using GPUs.
Many studies [15], [21] use GPUs for accelerating image analyses and tracking. Increasing the number of purposes of GPUs
increases the necessity of tasks distribution between CPUs and
GPUs.

[5]
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[8]
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6. Conclusion
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This paper has presented a centralized processors assignment
middleware called Torta that achieves heterogeneous processors
assignment on real applications for PCs. It realizes switching
compute devices (almost the same as processors) on real applications by enabling to hook to OpenCL APIs without any modification of applications. In addition, Torta uses a condition based
model to assign compute devices instead of existing priority models. It allows the appropriate device assignment to adapt to users’
contests and users’ preferences.
Our experiment using eight practical applications has shown
that Torta achieves binary-compatible processors switching with
only an average performance penalty of 0.2%. In one particular
case where a video playback application is executed with other
three GPU-intensive applications, our mechanism enables users
to enjoy the video playback with 60 FPS while the FPS decreases
to 14 without the mechanism. The results demonstrate the feasibility and eﬀectiveness of our method.
As future work, we plan to design a scheme for expressing
users’ contexts and preferences, and a user friendly GUI for profiles creation that abstracts raw processors’ assignment rules. In
addition, we plan to expand our method into other resource managements such as priorities of application processes. Our goal is
to adapt users’ contexts and preferences to resource management
for user interactive devices to improve the overall user experience.
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